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High-calibre guests at the Neue Philharmonie 
 
Spirit, passion and sheer delight in playing: these were the qualities that 
distinguished the Neue Philharmonie Westfalen’s sixth symphonic concert 
at the Musiktheater im Revier. An evening of effortless grace, not only in 
the outstanding performances of the orchestral musicians but also, 
and above all, in those of the two guests: the young US conductor 
Brandon Keith Brown and the pianist Matthias Kirschnereit. 
 
Soloist’s celebration of sound 
One was a newcomer, the other a frequent welcome guest in 
Gelsenkirchen. Kirschnereit, a native of Dorsten who grew up in Namibia 
and has long been an internationally celebrated pianist, last appeared in the 
city at the Schloss Berge charity concert. This time he interpreted largely 
unknown lyrical concertinos by Robert Schumann. 
 
Kirschnereit's brilliant and virtuosic rendering of the Introduction and Allegro 
appassionato, a Konzertstück for piano and orchestra in G major, Op. 92, 
gave sonorous space to the subtlety of the poetry and, despite all dreamlike 
serenity, traced crystal-clear melodic lines. The Concert Allegro with 
introduction for piano and orchestra in D minor, Op. 134, a late work by 
Schumann, proved no less sensuous and charming. Here the piano is given 
a broad solistic space which Kirschnereit filled with sparkling runs and in 
harmonic dialogue with the orchestra. Tuesday’s encore was a little 
Hungarian melody by Franz Schubert; Monday’s was a piece by 
Schumann. 
 
Under the youthfully fresh and agile direction of Brandon Keith Brown 
the orchestra positively blossomed, above all in Ludwig van 
Beethoven’s Eighth Symphony. Brown, at the helm of the 
Philharmonie for the first time, is hailed as a rising star in the 
conducting firmament. As a prizewinner in the 2012 Sir Georg Solti 
International Conductors’ Competition he has been a guest conductor 
at the Salzburg Festival and in New York, has worked with Lorin 
Maazel in Virginia, and is currently conducting the Rundfunk-
Sinfonieorchester Berlin. 
 
Brown’s Beethoven sounded sensationally brisk, joyful and life-



affirming while tracing the soft discontinuities with restraint and 
subtlety. The short Symphony No 2 in E flat major by Carl Philipp 
Emanuel Bach, whose 300th birthday the music world celebrates this 
year, provided the feather-light opening to the program. In case you 
missed it, the concert can be heard again at 7.30 p.m. on Sunday, February 
16th, at the Ruhrfestspielhaus in Recklinghausen. 
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